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BEFORE THE STATE OF FLORIDA
FLORIDA HOUSING FINANCE CORPORATION

VILLA CAPRI ASSOCIATES, LTD.,
Petitioner,

FHFC No. 2008·058UC
Application No.2008·26685

YS.

FLORIDA HOUSING FINANCE
CORPORATION,

Respondent.

------~!
RECOMMENDED ORDER
Pursuant to Notice, on February 23, 2010, an informal hearing was held in this
mo"er in

Tallahossee, Florido, before the Florida Housing Finance Corporation ("Florida

Housing") appointed Hearing Officer Diane D. Tremor.

APPEARANCES
For Petitioner,
Villa Capri

Associates, Ltd.:

For Respondent

Florida Housing:

Michael P Donaldson, Esq.
Carlton Fields, PA
P.O. Drawer 190
Tallahassee, FL 32301
Wellington Meffert, Esq.
General Counsel
Florida Housing Finance Corporation

227 N. Bronaugh 5t., Suite 5000
Tallahassee, FL 32301·1329
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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
There were no disputed issues of material facl in this proceeding; accordingly, it
was conducted as an informal hearing. Two issues ore presented for resolution. The first
issue is whether Ihe Applicant corredy identified its development locolion in its initiol

Applicotion.

The second issue is whether the cure malerials submitted

by Villa Capri

were necessary. A corresponding consideration is whether the Eclipse case is controlling.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
AI the informal hearing,

the parties stipulated to the admission into evidence of the

Record on Appeal in the case of Villa Capri Associates, LId. vs. Florida Housing Finance
Corporation, DCA Case No.1 D08-5235. The opinion and mandate of the First District
Court of Appeal and the parties' briefs in that case were also offered and accepted.
Petitioner additionally offered two exhibits, which were both admitted.
were consistent with the exhibits allowed by Florida Housing in

Those exhibits

Eclipse.

This action is a continuation of a proceeding, initioted on May 27, 2008, when

Villa Capri timely challenged Florida Housing's scoring of its 2008 Universal Cycle
Application.

Villa Capri challenged Florida Housing's threshold scoring determination

regarding the failure to provide documentation to demonstrate the availability of electric
infrastructure to the proposed development site as of the application deadline,
On August 22, 2008, on informal hearing was conducted, during which Villa
Capri argued that it had sotisfac!orily demonstrated the availability of infrastructure. On
September 8, 2008. the assigned Jnformal Hearing Officer entered a Recommended
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Order finding that Villa Capri's argument was attractive and, more than likely reflected

the reality that electricity was available to the proposed development site lang before the
application deadline. The Informal Hearing Officer, however, ultjmately concluded that
to accept Villa Capri's position would be to totally disregard the adopted rules which
govern the proceeding and neither she nar Florida Housing could do that despite the
harsh result. This conclusion was based on the purported fact that Florida Housing never
deviates from its rules.

In support, the Informal Hearing Officer cited to the case of

Brownsville Manor Apartments v. Florida Housing Finance Corporation, FHFC Case No.

2004-029-UC /OcI14, 2004)
Villa Capri later determined, however, that Florida Housing had in foci deviated
from its rules befare in almost an identical circumstance. Eclipse West Associales, Ltd, v.

Florida Housing Finance Corpora/ion, FHFC Case No. 2006-078·RLP.

Neither the

Informal Hearing Officer nor Villa Capri were aware of the decision at the time the
Informal Hearing Officer's initio! Recommended Order was entered because it was not
indexed or made publicly available.
On September 26, 2008, Florida Housing adopted the Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law as set forth in the Recommended Order, and on October 24, 2008,
Villa Capri timely appealed that Final Order.

Among ather things, Villa Capri argued

that by nat properly indexing and publishing the Eclipse Final Order, Florida Housing
impeded the fairness of the proceeding, particularly since the Informal Hearing Officer's
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Recommended Order was grounded on the fact that florida Housing did not ever deviate
from its rules.
On November 30, 2009, the first District reversed Florida Housing's final order
and remanded the case back 10 Florida Housing to ossess the app!icability of Eclipse. In
accordance with the Court's mandafe, Villa Capri provided an Amended Petition which
closely mirrored the pelilion filed in the Eclipse case.

On February 19, 2010, florida

Housing moved to strike the Amended Pelition. On Februory 22, 2010, Villo Capri filed
its Response to the Motion. AI hearing, the undersigned allowed the amendment based
on the language of the Villa Capri opinion.

The parties agreed to file Proposed

Recommended Order on March 12,2010.

FINDINGS OF FACT
Based upon the undisputed faels and exhibits received into evidence and oral
argument presented at the hearing, the following relevant facts are found:
1.

Villa Capri is a Florida limited partnership with its address ot 2121 Ponce

de leon Blvd., PH, Coral Gables, Florido 33134, and is in the business of providing
affordable rental housing units.
2.

florida Housing is a public corporation, organized to pravide and promote

the public welfare by administering the governmental function of financing and
refinancing housing and related facilities in the Stale of Florida. ISection 420.504,

Florida Statutes ("F .5."1; Rule Chopter 67-48, Florida Administrotive Code I"FAC"j.
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3.

Florida Housing administers various affordable housing programs including

the following relevant to these proceedings:

/aJ

The Multifamily Mortgage Revenue Bands IMMRBI Program pursuant to
Section 420.509, F.S., and Rule Chapter 67-21, FAC; and

Ib]

The Stale Apartment Incentive loan ISAIL) Program pursuant to Sections
420.507(221 and 420.5087, F.S., and Rule Chapter 67-48, FAC.

4.

The 2008 Universal Cycle Application, through which affordable housing

developers apply for funding under various affordable housing programs administered by
Florida Housing, including the MMRB Progrom and the SAil Program, is adopted as the

Universal Application Package or UA 10161Rev. 3-081 by Rules 67-21.00311J1a) and 67
48.004(1 Jlal, FAC, and consists of Parts I through V and Instructions.
5.

Because the demand for MMRB and SAil funding exceeds that which

IS

available under the MMRB Program and the SAIL Program, qualified affordable housing
developments must compete for this funding.
To assess the relative merits of proposed developments, Florida Housing has

6.
established

0

competitive application process known as the Universal Cycle pursuant

10

Rule Chapters 67-21 and 67-A8, FAC. Specifically, Florida Housing's application process

for the 2008 Universal Cycle, as set forth in Rules 67-21.002-.0035 and 67- 48.001
.005, FAC, involves the fallowing:
a.

the publication and adoption

by rule of an applicotion

package;

b.

IM9~09g
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the completion and submission of applications by developers;

5

c.

Florida Housing's preliminary scoring of applications;

d.

an initial round of administrative challenges in which an
applicant may take issue with Florida Housing's scoring of
another application by filing a Notice of Possible Scoring

Error ("NOPSE");
e.

florida Housing's consideration of fhe NOPSEs submitted,
with notice INOPSE scoring summaryJ to applicants of any
resulting change in their preliminary scores;

f.

an opportunity for the applicant to submit additional materials
10 Florido Housing 10 llcure" ony items far which the applicant

was deemed to have failed to satisfy threshold or received
less than the maximum score;
g.

a second round af administrative challenges whereby an
applicant moy raise scoring issues arising from another
applicant's cure malerials by filing a Notice of Alleged
Deficiency (IlNOAD"I;

h.

florida Housing's cansideration of the NOADs submitted,
with notice (final scoring summary) ta appliconts of any
resulting change in their scores;

I.

an apportunity for opplicants ta challenge, via informal or
formal

administrative

proceedings,

florida

Housing's

evaluation of any item far which the applicant was deemed to
have failed to satisfy threshold or received less than the
maximum score; and

i

final ranking scores, ranking of opplications, ond allocation

of MMRB ond SAil lor otherj funding to successful oppliconts
05
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well as those who successfully appeal through the adoption

6

of final orders.
7.

Villa Capri and others timely submitted applications for financing in Florida

Housing's 2008 Universal Cycle. Villa Copri, pursuant to Application #2008- 266BS (the
"Application"), opplied for MMR8 funds in the amount of $12,000,000, a SAil loan in
the amount of $3,700,000, and an allocation of non-compelitive housing credits in the
amount of $837,806 to help finance the construction

of

a 160-unit Garden Apartmenl

complex in Miami, florida, named Villa Capri Apartments.
8.

Pursuant to ParlllJ.C.3. of the Universal Application Instructions, Villa Capri

and the other applicants in the 2008 Universal Cycle were required to provide evidence
demonstrating thai certain types of infrastructure (electricity, water, sewer and roads)
were available for their proposed developments on or before the Application Deadline

(the Application Deadline for the 2008 Universal Application Cycle was April 7, 20081.
Villa Capri accordingly provided such information.

As to the provision of electric

infrastructure, Villa Capri submitted a letter from florida Power and light ("fPL") which
slaled that electricity existed 01 the site since 01 least January 18, 2008.
9.

Villa Capri received notice

of Florida Housing's initio! (preliminary) scoring

of its Applicalion by a scoring summary doled May 7, 2008, 01 which lime florida
Housing awarded Villa Capri a preliminary scare of 66 points out of a possible 66
points, and 7.5 points

of

7.5 possible "tie breaker" points /aworded for geographic

proximity to certain services and facilities). Florida Housing, however, further concluded
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thot Villo Capri failed the threshold requirement regarding availability of electricity,
stating:
The Applicant provided a letter from FPL as evidence of
the availability of electricity; however, the letter contains
conflicling information. Although the letter refers to the
correct Development Nome and slreet address, it refers to
the city as Homestead rather than Miami.
10.

Villa Capri timely submitted cure materials to Florida Housing in response to

the threshold failure. The cure documentation consists of a revised and updated leMer from

FPL doted May 30, 2008.
1 J.

Florida Housing issued its final scoring summary on July 16, 2008,

determining that Villa Capri failed the threshold requirement regarding evidence of
availability of electricity, stating:

A, a cure for Item IT, the Applicant provided a May 30,
2008 letter from FPL which states that electric service is
available to the site "...otthe present time ... !1 The cure is
deficient because the leMer does not specifically stote that
the service was available to the site on or before the

Application Deadline (April 7, 2008)

0'

required by the

2008 Universal Application Instructions.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
12.

Pursuant to sections 120.569 and 120.57, Florida Statutes, Ihe Hearing

Officer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject moiler of this proceeding.
13.

Villa Capri's substantia! interests are affected by Florida Housing's action.

Accordingly, Villa Capri ho' 'tanding to bring thi' challenge.
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14.

The issue in this case is whether, under Ecfipse, Villa Capri submitled

documentation in its Application and cure materials sufficient to satisfy the threshold
requirements for SAIL ond MMRB funding.
well as in

Specific oily the central issue in Ihis case, as

Eclip5e, focuses on whether the applicont has shown that infrastruclure existed

on or before the Application Deadline.

15.

The Universal Application [2008) al ParI 1I1.C.3., asked for informolion

concerning the availability of infrostrucfure, including electricity.

The purpose of this

section is 10 ascertain whether the necessary infrastructure is in place thot will ollow the
development to proceed in a timely fashion.
16.

In compliance with the Application requirements, Villa Capri pravided in ils

initial application a leHer from Florida Power and Light I"FPl"j that made clear that
sufficient electrical copacity existed for the Villa Capri development as of January 18,
2008. Similarly, Villa Capri submined evidence of the ovailability of ather infrastructure,
including water and sewer and roads.
17.

Villa Capri also submined documentation which verified that the proposed

proiac' was an urban infHI development located in an urban service area. Likewise, the
Verification of Environmental Sofety - Phose I Environmental Site Assessment indicates the
presence of existing buildings on the property. Additionally, letters provided by Miami
Dade County, indicated that water and sewer are available to the proposed project site.
In con(unction with Ihe initial FPl leHer, these additional exhibits make clear Ihat the
required infrastructure was in place as of the application deadline.

l6495MBI
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18.

In reviewing the initial FPL letter, Florida Housing did not question the

availability of electricity to the site as of the Application deadline; rather, it simply raised
an issue concerning the address for the development site referenced in the FPL letter.
Florida Housing opined that to be consistenl with how the address was listed in other
places in the Application, the letter should have reflected Miami as the location of the
project, not Homestead.
19.

Villa Capri thereafter provided as a cure a revised letter from FPL dated

May 30, 2008. The revised FPl leHer changed the address location of the property as
requesled by Florida Housing to Miami.

20.

Florida Housing nonetheless concluded that Villa Capri still failed threshold

because it had not satisfied the electricity infrastructure requirements.

The cure letter

which was daled May 30, 2008, indicated that electricity was in place "at the present
time." Florida Housing thus rejected the application solely because the FPL revised letter

included a dote subsequent to the Application Deadline of April 7, 2008.
21.

As explained earlier, this issue wOs the subject of appeal in light of the fact

rhar Eclipse was not properly published. It must now be determined if the actians taken
by Florido Housing in Eclipse are applicable here.
22.

Florida Housing's decision is nof cansistent with Eclipse. In Eclipse, just like

here, an address inconsistency was discovered during the review and scoring process.
The Eclipse applicant, attempted to cure the address issue by submitting several new
documents, including a new FPL letter. Just like here, the revised FPL leiter stated that

lM9~09g,
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electricity wa~ available at the site as of the date on the letter, which wm well after the
application deodline.

Like here, Florido Housing determined thai the applicant foiled

threshold solely based on the FPL leHer.
23.

Specifically, in

Eclipse, the applicant submitted an application for funding

designating the address and localian of its proposed project as "[a] portion

of

property

located 01 the SE corner of NW Flagler Drive ond NW 4 1h Street, FI. Lauderdale, FL
33301." This address was used consistently throughout the application.
24.

A NOPSE, however, pointed out, based on numerous exhibits that no

Flagler "Drive" existed in F1. lauderdale. Florida Housing reviewed the issues raised in
the NOPSE and based on the discreponcy in the address, concluded that

Eclipse failed to

meet threshold.
25.

The

Eclipse applicant then filed cure documents in response to Florida

Housing's preliminary score.

Florida Housing, however, concluded that the

Eclipse

applicant's cure was deficient because it did not demonstrate the availability of electricity
as of the application deadline.
26.

The applicant petitioned for review of that decision and requested an

informal heoring. Prior to that scheduled hearing, Florida Housing ond Eclipse resolved
their dispute.

Based on information prOVided by the Eclipse applicanl, Florida Housillg

agreed that "various unils of local government referred 10 the street as Flagler Drive,
Flagler Avenue and simply Flagler."

A Joint Recommended Order wos subsequently

adopted by the Flarida Housing Board of Directors and provided fhal the particular
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section of Flagler cited by Eclipse had been recognized by municipal authorities both as
Flagler Drive and Flagler Avenue. As such, "there was no necessity for the Cure

documents to be filed, thus issues related to the dote of the Florida Power
and Light leiter verifying availability of eledric service to the site are
moot."
27.

Because the address inconsistency was a mere technicality and the location

of the proiect had never changed, Florida Housing did not apply its cure rule and
accepted the original application documentation.

Florida Housing accepted the Factual

reality that the profect location had always been the same and that electricity was
available as af Ihe application deadline· . "Drive" and "Avenue" were both accurate.
Florida Hausing reasaned that resolving the

Eclipse case was consistent with prior cases

where a scoring action had been undone because of the effecls of Florida Housing's

aelions.

In re: AI/apatah Gardens, FHFC Case No. 2002-013 (Final Order July 18,

2002). Tho' some reasoning should apply here.
28.

Just like in

Eclipse, Villa Capri responded fo a scoring decision made by

Florida Housing as to the valid address for the development.
alleges that factually in

While Florida Housing

Eclipse the address was consistent throughout the application,

whereas here, the apparent inconsistency existed in the initiol application, this distinction
does nat change the result that both applicants attempted to "cure" an issue involving the
address for the development site and thot the address contained in the initiol application
were both correct. The cure is why both applications failed threshold.

1649:1098 1
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29.

Similarly, Florida Housing suggests that the error was discovered during

preliminary scoring and not as a resuh of a NOPSE, as
of this distinction, Florida Housing argues that

WQ.S

the case in

Eclipse. Because

Eclipse should not canlrol, Again, this

distinction ignore.s the fact that in both case.s, regardless of when the mistake was
discovered, each applicont of their own accord submitted corresponding cure documents,
which resuhed in refection.
discovered the address issue in

Moreover, while Florida Housing staff may have nol

Eclipse, they must have reviewed and agreed with the

issued raISed by the NOPSE.
30.

Here, while Florido Housing found that Homestead in the originol FPL letter

was inconsistent with other parts of the Application, in reality either Homestead or Miami
is acceptable for purposes of identifying the location of the project.

This conclusion ,:s

canfirmed if Ihe address af the prapased prajecl- 14500 S.W. 28051., 33032, .. is
inpulfed into either Goagle Maps, Yahoo Mops, or Mapquest using either Miami or
Homestead o.s the referenced City. The resulting map illustrates the some location which
is the development location for the propo.sed Villa Capri project.
31.

This result is also confirmed by the entities who wrote the letters.

Far

example, the letters fram Miami-Dade County indicate that the property is in Miami, or
Miami-Dade.

Florida Housing did not have an issue with this apparent inconsi.stency.

FPl, in its original leiter indicoted thai the project was in Homestead. The cure leiter fram
FPL indicated that Miami was also appropriate.

This was not a situalian where the

applicanl prepared forms including on address that was then signed by the entity. Ta the

16495098 I
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contrary, confirmations were prepared and execufed by those entities themselves and
included an appropriate address.

Accordingly, just as in Eclipse, Villa Capri should be permiHed to provide

32.

documentation and evidence that the reference to Homestead and Miami were both
correct. Thus no cure was required.

As in Eclipse, the Villa Capri Project Lacalion hod nat chonged, and the

33.

actual address and zip code of the project never changed.
disputed this.

Indeed, Florida Housing

Instead, Villa Capri's application was denied on a hyper-technical

opplication of its rules.
Florida Housing argues that Eclipse is not controlling because it involved a

34.

different program, with different rules and instructions.

Thot is a distinction without a

The rules and instructions applying to Ihe provision of infrastructure ore

difference.

virtuolly identicol, and both require tho! documentation of inFrastructure availability must
be provided as of the application date. In eoch program this was a threshold issue which
could be cured.
Florida Housing also points to Nautilus Development Partners, HLP v.

35.

Florida Housing Finonce Corporotion, fHfC cose No. 2006-0230C (finol Order, 2006)
as support for Ihe proposition thot the RRlP rules that governed in Eclipse
applicable

10

a Universal Cycle proceeding. But,

0

are not

review of that Recommended Order

reveals fhat it wos how the RRlP rules were being used that was problematic.

The

challenger in Nautilus attempted to use the RRlP rules even though they were not identical

, 64\15098 I
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to the Universal Cycle rules.

Quite to the contrary, here, the application provisions are

identical.
36.

Florida Housing also has cited BrownHlille Manor Apartments v. Florida

Hou,ing, FHFC Co,e No. 2004-029UC (Final Order October 14, 2004), in support for
its position.

In Brownsville, the application was rejected for foiling to provide

documentation that demonstrated the availability of infrastructure.

But the actual

documents at issue were submitted for the First time as cures. In other wards, there were
no responsive documents submiHed as of the application deadline to indicate the
availability of infrastructure.

Thus, the applicant in Brownsville did not and could not

question a scoring issue made by Florida Housing as to the initial document submission.
The cure was not the result of a questionable scoring decision as is the case here
37.

By contrast, in the instant case Villa Capri submitted infrastructure evidence

with its initial applicotion which clearly demonstrated thai electric infrastructure was
available. Accordingly, Brownsvifle is not controlling here.
38.

Florida Housing also cites to several other cases which it alleges supports its

decision here. However, none of those cases invalved a purportedly inconsislent address
thai was contended to be correct.

In fact, in most of the cases, the petitioner had not

even provided any information in the original application. See, e.g., Marion Manor, Inc.

v. Fla. Hou,ing Fin. Corp., FHFC Case No. 2006·019UC IFinol Order, July 31, 2006)
!petilioner failed 10 provide required information in original application and cure material
was insufficient; no issue that the information in original application was correct);

1649509S.1
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Catholic Charities Housing, Inc.

o19UC

Y.

Fla. Housing Fin. Corp., FHFC Case No. 2004·

(Final Order Oct. 14, 2004) (no issue regarding inconsistent address); Bonita

Cave, LLC v. Florida Housing Finance Corporation, FHFC Case No. 200B-056UC (Final
Order, Sept. 26, 2008) (no purported inconsistency in original application; applicant
submiHed infrastructure leHers with incorrect dates at the cure stage for the first timel.
39.

Florida Housing cites Fountoin Terrace Apartments limited Portnership

y,

Florida Housing Finance Corporation. FHFC Case no. 2008-1020C, for the propositian
thai the final arder in Eclipse is nat controlling because it wos nol the subject of on
evidentiary or informal adminisfrative heoring, nor does it reflect a substontive review of
the facts and law by the hearing officer or the agency head. ThaI is incorrect.
40.

In Fountain Terrace, Florida Housing set up a two-part challenge procedure

which allows applicants to challenge their own Application.

Then, after final rankings

are issued, Applicants may file "after the fact challenges II which allow them to challenge
other applications. A Final Order resulting from a challenge of one's own application is
final only as to that particular application. The Final Order may, however, be revisited
during that same cycle year and the results changed by an applicant challenging the
scoring decision made in the Final Order in an after-the-fact challenge. While the initial
scoring decision does not change, the after-the-fact challenge and the informal hearing
officer's consideration is not controlled by any precedent established by the initial llFinal
Order". No after-the-fact procedural issue existed in Eclipse.
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41.

That arder is a "Final Order II as that term is defined by section 120,52,

Florida Statutes, and is not subject to the limita/ions of Fountain Terrace.

Additionally,

even though the Eclipse proceeding did nol include a full blown informal hearing to
consider the agency action, that agency oction was nonetheless reviewed, considered,
and adopted by the Florida Housing Board of Directors as the final agency action, It is
this action thai serves as the precedent upon which parties should be able

10

rely. In fact,

even if a hearing had been held, formal or otherwise, the Baord of Directors could have
disagreed with any resulting Recommended Order.
42.

This case is jusllike Eclipse. Thus, in occordonce with Eclipse, no CiJre was

required by Villa Capri.

ViJla Capri has satisfied the applicatian requirements ond the

necessary infrastructure is in place ond wos in place as of the Application Deadline, To
hold otherwise would, in essence, elevate form over substance, which Florida Housing
chose not to do in Eclipse. Accordingly, Villa Capri has met threshold.

RECOMMENDATION
Based on the forgoing, it is recommended that Florida Housing enter on Order
which finds tho I Villa Capri's Universal Application Response has met threshold.

Diane D. Tremor
Informal Hearing Officer
Rose, Sundstrom & Bentley
2548 Blairstone Pines Drive
P.O. Box 1567
Tallahassee, FL 32302·1567
Fax F;ling [8501 877-6555
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